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CENTURY 21 #1 Real Estate, 69 Cas Coraweg, Willemstad West, Banda Bou, Curaçao

Hofi Mango Commercial
Banda Bou  Curaçao

Stef Nas
Broker / Owner

Office: (599 9) 737-0201
Mobile: (599 9) 515-1444 
stef@c21curacao.com
century21numberone.com

For Sale
6 to 12 Units

ANƒ 2,400,000
EU€ 0 · US$ 1,333,333

Income/Revenue: Income/Revenue

Prop.Name: Hofi Mango Commercial

Land Area: 240,000 m²

Oper.Costs:

ROI: Array

Features and Amenities

Outdoor Features
Landscaped

 Parking - Type
Indoor Parking

 Air Conditioning
Fans

 

Driveway
Paved

Remarks

Hofi Mango is situated on the West Coast of the island and is near the beach of Santa Cruz. What was previously known
as a sugar cane and mango plantation, can be now the start of a wonderfully lucrative business. What makes this
plantation quite unique is the fact that a monumental sugar mill and approximately 500 mango trees that are over 200
years old can all still be found on this marvelous property. With nature thriving all around you, makes Hofi Mango a perfect
place to relax. With a lot size of 240.000 m² and a beautiful history attached to the property, has made this the ideal
location for the making of the spectacular movie “Tula: The Revolt”. Hofi Mango gives you the perfect opportunity to have
the property and or to start the business of your dreams. There are currently 5 buildings on this lot. Namely two 1 bedroom
1 bathroom houses, of which one was the old sugar mill situated on the property; there is a brand new 2 bedroom, 2
bathroom - wheel chair friendly- house; a covered patio used as a gathering area with bar and a horses stable which is
currently being converted into a 1 bedroom 1 bathroom house. When buying this property, you will be entitled to permits
for 7 other buildings (duplex). Furthermore there are lots of hills and matured trees on the premises and a path which
leads straight to the beach. Property can be used as a resort; you could build tipi tents or even Mongolian yurts if the
opportunity calls for it. You have endless possibilities with the purchase of this property and it can be ideal for you!
Available as per: Immediately Bedrooms: 5 Bathrooms: 5 Total lot size: 240.000 m² Internet/telephone/TV: Excl.



Electricity: 110V &220V Security: Gate Please do not hesitate to contact our agent and check our video here

Directions

Click on the ‘Directions’ button below for the directions to Hofi Mango Commercial

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P0zzMJkXsKc
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